Part of the Modulex family

We’re here to make you look good
Brand On makes complex brand rollouts easy.
With decades of implementation experience
behind us, we take care of the practical
– enabling designers to focus on the magical.
Talk to us. We’re always here if you need advice.

Brand
implementation
We work with branding agencies to deliver
signage & environmental graphics that
precisely meet brand specifications and
satisfy local regulations anywhere in the
world. You’ll find our work around the globe.

Did you know? Signage needs to obey
local regulations. Understanding the
legislation like the ADA policy in the
USA and the DDA regulations in the
UK is essential.

Brand On network
Where we’ve worked

Brand understanding
Our people tend to have a design background,
so we speak your language and understand brands.
And, because we’ve worked in implementation for
decades, we know what it takes to deliver your
brand vision correctly.

The perfect process
Our approach starts with your business
objectives and ends with a satisfied user.
We use a four-step process that delivers
on time, on budget and on brand.

1. Listen

2. Specify

We start by understanding what you want to achieve.
Listening to you results in a fast, efficient process
that brings the results you want.

We help branding agencies transfer their creative
vision to signage that meets both brand objectives
and all local regulations and legislation. We always
maintain the design intent and improve the
user experience.

Project management expertise
Our project management methodology is tried and tested.
And we’re always here to advise on local regulations and
legislation. That way, you can be sure of trouble-free
implementation – even on the largest brand rollouts.

Did you know? Intelligent wayfinding
reduces the number of signs needed.
This means better value for money
but also improved clarity, as there’s
less clutter.
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Wayfinding
‘Wayfinding’ is the process by which people find their way
around spaces. Our wayfinding knowledge means we can
tackle all the signage complexities that large organizations
face. And then deliver the simplest, most elegant solution.

Global implementation
Nearly five decades of experience, and an international
network covering more than 45 countries, provide the
international expertise that gives the right results – anywhere
in the world. We deliver on budget, on time and on brand.

3. Engage

4. Deliver

We ensure that an organization’s employees
are consulted, supportive and informed.
Engaging with people early on helps create
a trouble-free implementation.

We handle all logistics and project management
for you – ensuring that everything is implemented
exactly as specified.

Our work
Brand On brings corporate identities to life.
Whether you need environmental graphics
to communicate your brand message,
signage that stays on brand everywhere
your organization operates, or a special
custom solution – we’re here to help.

Did you know? Even if Russia
and China are not your primary
markets, it pays to start early in
these countries. There are more
regulations, which means that
the process can take longer.

Nokia
Together with Commercial Art, the Londonbased branding agency, Brand On developed
a custom-made signage design for Nokia’s
research group. The group needed a slightly
different brand expression to reflect their
creative spirit, though rooted in the Nokia
identity. To achieve this, Commercial Art
designed signage that followed corporate
guidelines but used innovative new materials
and a special shape to express the group’s
brand position within Nokia.

Alstom
Following the purchase of Areva T&D by Alstom,
a rebranding process was implemented across
six continents. With just eight weeks of preparation time, the Areva sites were de-branded
in a single weekend and initial Alstom signage
installed. In phase two, the 146 sites in 55
countries were completely rebranded. This major
initiative included everything from the exterior
of buildings, car parks and entrance areas,
to receptions, visitor areas, offices and
meeting facilities.

Stora Enso
When global Finnish paper manufacturer
Stora Enso rebranded, their signage needed
to be changed in 345 different sites in 39
countries. A major undertaking that called for
great project management and smart thinking.
Because Modulex (Brand On’s parent company)
carried out the previous signage implementation,
the basic signage was high quality and so it
was only necessary to change the front panels
– simplifying the process and providing major
cost savings.

Barclays
After two years in development, banking and
financial services company Barclays opened
their new World Headquarters at Canary Wharf
– combining several divisions. This required the
consolidation of 15 separate properties and
relocation of approximately 6000 people.
Smart wayfinding was used to allow occupants
to settle quickly into their new surroundings
and produce signage that works in sympathy
with the building and supports Barclays’ brand.

Brand On
in brief
Expertise in wayfinding,
brand communication & design

Employee engagement and
buy-in programs

Healthcare, education, government,
corporate and hospitality experience

Sustainable manufacturing
and durable products

An international network covering
more than 45 countries

Complete project management

Financial stability to handle
projects of any size

A track-record with companies
across industry sectors

Decades of experience

Global product sourcing

“ It was a great experience working with Brand On
in the design development stage. Their account
manager clearly understood what we were trying
to develop and put a lot of time and effort into
prototyping, helping us achieve the result we wanted.
We will happily work with Brand On again.”
— Rick Sellars
		 Creative Director, Commercial Art

Get in touch
Contact us to learn more about our brand
implementation work. And we’re happy to
answer any questions about brand rollouts,
signage or environmental graphics.
We’re always here if you need advice.
+44 1604 684020
info@brand-on.com
brand-on.com
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Brand On is the global brand rollout
service from Modulex, the leader in
signage and environmental graphics.
With a global network and decades of
experience, we provide trouble-free
implementation anywhere in the world.

T +44 1604 684020
info@brand-on.com
brand-on.com

